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AIMS of the survey:

1. Unveil the star formation history (SFH) of the SMC and of its 
stellar cluster component. 

2. To explore the Magellanic Bridge stellar populations and 
variable stars to understand the origin of this structure.

The VLT Survey Telescope (VST)The VLT Survey Telescope (VST)

The VST is a 2.61 m diameter imaging telescope conceived for the Paranal
Observatory to support the VLT through its wide-field capabilities andObservatory to support the VLT through its wide-field capabilities and
to perform stand-alone survey projects.
The telescope will be equipped with the OmegaCAM, instrument: a large
format (16k x16k pixels) CCD camera. The combination telescope+format (16k x16k pixels) CCD camera. The combination telescope+
instrument will allow to observe from the UV to the I bands with a Field Of 
View of 1°°°°x 1°°°° .

Fruit of a joint venture between ESO and the INAF-Capodimonte
Astronomical Observatory (OAC) of Naples, the VST is expected to
become operational at Paranal during summer 2009.become operational at Paranal during summer 2009.

The survey in numbers The survey in numbers 

1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:1) DEEP SURVEY:

Imaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  BImaging of 35 sq. deg at  B∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼25, V25, V25, V25, V25, V25, V25, V25, V ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 24.5, I24.5, I24.5, I24.5, I24.5, I24.5, I24.5, I24.5, I ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 23.8   with  S/N=10 

((((((((∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the (((((((( 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the on the body, 3 on the Bridge, 2 in the directions of the 

MagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanic Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required Stream)  Seeing < 1.2” and grey time required ��������76.4 h76.4 h76.4 h76.4 h76.4 h76.4 h76.4 h76.4 h

2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:2) SHALLOW SURVEY:

Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and Time series photometry (30 phase points in V, 10 in B and iiiiiiii’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly ’) on 30 sq. deg properly 

placed along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: B ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, iiiiiiii’’’’’’’’ ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 18.518.518.518.518.518.518.518.5placed along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: Bplaced along the wing and the bridge: B ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V20, V ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, 19.5, iiiiiiii’’’’’’’’ ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 18.518.518.518.518.518.518.518.5

(expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR (expected magnitude of RR LyraeLyraeLyraeLyraeLyraeLyraeLyraeLyrae) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.) with  S/N=100.

Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures Summing up the exposures ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with same limiting magnitudes as above but with S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.S/N=5.

Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required Seeing <1.2” and bright time required ��������84.5 h84.5 h84.5 h84.5 h84.5 h84.5 h84.5 h84.5 h

FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: FOLLOW UP WITH VLT: 

Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution Medium and high resolution multiobjectmultiobjectmultiobjectmultiobjectmultiobjectmultiobjectmultiobjectmultiobject spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) spectroscopy with VLT (FLAMES) 
is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations is required for radial velocity and abundance determinations �������� ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼ 40 h VLT time40 h VLT time40 h VLT time40 h VLT time40 h VLT time40 h VLT time40 h VLT time40 h VLT time........

In total 170 h VST time 
over two years

Links with other projects

• HST photometry of selected fields, old and young clusters • HST photometry of selected fields, old and young clusters 
(P.I.  J. Gallagher/A. Nota).  

• VLT spectroscopy (CaII triplet) of several SMC fields (P.I. E. • VLT spectroscopy (CaII triplet) of several SMC fields (P.I. E. 
Grebell) 

• VMC@VISTA ESO Public survey (P.I: M.R. Cioni): YHKs • VMC@VISTA ESO Public survey (P.I: M.R. Cioni): YHKs 
photometry of the Magellanic System (LMC, SMC, Bridge, 
Stream): 184 sq. deg. at Ks=20.3 mag in five years .Stream): 184 sq. deg. at Ks=20.3 mag in five years .
(see   M.-R. Cioni’s Poster)
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Description of the survey 

It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  It is planned to take advantage of the  VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) VLT Survey Telescope (VST) to survey the to survey the to survey the to survey the to survey the to survey the to survey the to survey the 

Small Small Small Small Small Small Small Small MagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanic Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study Cloud body and the Bridge (towards the LMC) in order to study 

the different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turn--------off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest the different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turnthe different stellar populations of these systems down to the turn--------off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest off of the oldest 

stars.stars.stars.stars.stars.stars.stars.stars.

In particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two subIn particular this project can be divided in two sub--------surveys. surveys. surveys. surveys. surveys. surveys. surveys. surveys. 

The first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., V∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 magmagmagmagmagmagmagmag, S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the The first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., VThe first is a deep survey (35 sq. deg., V∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 24.5 magmagmagmagmagmagmagmag, S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the , S/N=10), aimed at unveiling the 

star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. star formation history (SFH) of the SMC body and of its stellar cluster component. 

The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams The field SFH will be obtained from the comparison between deep CM diagrams 

and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to and proper population synthesis models. Cluster observations will be used to 

understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. understand if clusters and field stars experienced the same SFH. 

The second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., VThe second is a shallow survey (30 sq. deg., V∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.5 magmagmagmagmagmagmagmag, S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points , S/N=100, 30 phase points 

in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and in V, 10 in B and iiiiiiii'), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC '), aimed at investigating, for the first time systematically, the SMC 

Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the Wing and Bridge and most of the hosted clusters, which will be studied through the 

construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. construction of homogeneous CM diagrams. 

The structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the inter--------Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge 

instrument will allow to observe from the UV to the I bands with a Field Of 

The structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the interThe structure and spatial distribution of the inter--------Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge Cloud populations of the Bridge 

will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular will be investigated also by using variable stars as population tracers, in particular 

those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.those still unexplored in the Bridge.

In this context, the possible presence of RR In this context, the possible presence of RR In this context, the possible presence of RR In this context, the possible presence of RR LyraeLyraeLyraeLyrae stars will allow us to establish stars will allow us to establish stars will allow us to establish stars will allow us to establish In this context, the possible presence of RR In this context, the possible presence of RR In this context, the possible presence of RR In this context, the possible presence of RR LyraeLyraeLyraeLyrae stars will allow us to establish stars will allow us to establish stars will allow us to establish stars will allow us to establish 

wetherwetherwetherwether the stars composing  the the stars composing  the the stars composing  the the stars composing  the MagellanicMagellanicMagellanicMagellanic Bridge include stripped stars from the Bridge include stripped stars from the Bridge include stripped stars from the Bridge include stripped stars from the 

SMC (and thus also old stars from the SMC halo), as expected on the basis of the SMC (and thus also old stars from the SMC halo), as expected on the basis of the SMC (and thus also old stars from the SMC halo), as expected on the basis of the SMC (and thus also old stars from the SMC halo), as expected on the basis of the 

simulationssimulationssimulationssimulations by by by by BekkiBekkiBekkiBekki & Chiba (2008) or  all of them are  young stars born locally & Chiba (2008) or  all of them are  young stars born locally & Chiba (2008) or  all of them are  young stars born locally & Chiba (2008) or  all of them are  young stars born locally 

from the gas stripped from the SMC , as suggested by Harris (2007).  from the gas stripped from the SMC , as suggested by Harris (2007).  from the gas stripped from the SMC , as suggested by Harris (2007).  from the gas stripped from the SMC , as suggested by Harris (2007).  

VST pointings of the STEP survey: red and cyan boxes indicate the position
of the pointings selected for the shallow and deep surveys, respectively.
The extension of the SMC and Bridge is outlined by means of their cluster The extension of the SMC and Bridge is outlined by means of their cluster 
(blue dots) and association (red dots) population. Similarly for the LMC but 
in this case the associations are in cyan and the clusters in magenta.

Info on the web:

http://vstportal.oacn.inaf.it/ info on VST
http://www.astro.rug.nl/~omegacam/ info on Omegacam
http://vstportal.oacn.inaf.it/node/40 info on STEPhttp://vstportal.oacn.inaf.it/node/40 info on STEP
http://cdsads.u-strasbg.fr/abs/2006MSAIS...9..267R “  


